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 Executive Summary  
 
 Amazon Inc. is a company that was founded in 1994 by Jeff Bezos based out of Seattle, 

Washington.  It was initially created as a platform for selling books online.  What set the 

company apart from other competitors was the promise to deliver any book anywhere.  Despite 

heavy criticism, Bezos was persistent in understanding the massive potential of the internet.  Fast 

forward to today, and Amazon is number 8 on the Fortune 500.   A few major issues arose when 

researching into the company of Amazon Inc., most significantly that of the need to monitor the 

counterfeit products that are being sold to their customers.  This is a big issue due to the fact that 

the suppliers for Amazon are not being monitored, like they are supposed to be, and many of 

their consumers are being attracted to the cheapest products which tend to be fake products.  The 

second recommendation covered the same issues but it involves implementing a system to help 

monitor these counterfeit products.  Although Amazon has policies in place to protect these 

sellers, they are not doing their doing so adequately. By implementing this new system idea, it 

could give customers the power to help flag these products.  Since Amazon is very customer-

centric in their values, this would align very well within their interface.   

Lastly, the idea of redefining their mission statement was an option.  Although Amazon 

claims to be all about the customer, they are not fulfilling a lot of their promises by allowing a 

good and lasting impression within those who are using their website.  They are allowing faulty 

products to be sold and claiming to be customer-centric which is a contradictory statement.  

Within this entire paper, the reader will gain more of an in-depth understanding of each of these 

solutions that came to be.  
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Situation Analysis 

Internal Performance: 

Amazon Inc. is the company this paper will be focused on due to the extreme popularity 

buzz around the company.  The curiosity arose due to the fact that so many people are Prime 

members who invest a lot of their money into the company. When researching their mission and 

vision statement, it was discovered that the company has not changed since their launch in 1994.  

Their mission/vision statement is “to be Earth’s most customer-centric company, where 

customers can find and discover anything they might want to buy online, and endeavors to offer 

its customers the lowest possible prices” (Amazon’s).  In terms of what is known about this 

company, it seems safe to say that this is extremely fitting to their brand and would have been 

fairly easy to guess that this was Amazon just by looking at their vision.  For years now, the e-

commerce industry has been taking over due to the ease of not going to the store, but with 

Amazon Prime it is even easier to find great items that will be on one’s doorstep within two 

days. 

When looking at Amazon’s stakeholders, the sources strongly hinted that there are about 

five major stakeholders that influence Amazon as a whole.  First and foremost, the customers are 

Amazon’s most important stakeholder, along with other big retail companies. Without their loyal 

consumers/ customers there would be no one to purchase their products.  If their products did not 

sell, then there would no longer be Amazon.  The second most important stakeholder for 

Amazon is their employees.  Amazon is such a large online retail company that if they had poor 

customer service or lazy workers, then they would not have so many loyal customers.  The 

loyalty starts with those who the customers deal with the most, the employees (Ferguson).  The 
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employees are the ones who are responsible for enticing and keeping customers around with 

promotions like offers and deals.  Not only that, but when any issue arises for customers, those 

who are in these customer service positions can make or break an experience which can result in 

losing a customer.. 

The next major stakeholder found are the suppliers for Amazon who are the reason the 

corporation has any product to sell.  Just from browsing through Amazon’s website looking at 

different products, it is easy to tell that there are endless amounts of companies selling the same 

and/ or similar products that cater to many different needs of the customer shopping.  The reason 

that this stakeholder is so important, the suppliers, is due to the fact that the suppliers are the 

ones who are enticing the customer with their products that make Amazon their profits.  Another 

stakeholder within the company is the community that Amazon partakes in.  Since Amazon is 

such a large worldwide company, their overall link with the community, their reach, as a whole 

is healthy when looking at how profitable the company is.  If they did not have the most positive 

impact then they would have fizzled out by now.  Last but not least, Amazon’s final stakeholder 

is the government, the company must abide by certain laws, regulations, and taxes.  Due to the 

immense success Amazon has had each year, and the fact that they are such a large corporation, 

they have to pay a lot of their earnings to the government. 

On the employment section of Amazon’s website, there was a lengthy list of values that 

they strive to live by.  All of the values are “Customer Obsession, Ownership, Invent and 

Simplify, Are Right A Lot, Learn and Be Curious, Hire and Develop the Best, insist on the 

Highest Standards, Think Big, Bias for Action, Frugality, Earn Trust, Dive Deep, Have 

Backbone; Disagree and Commit, [and] Deliver Results” (Amazon’s).  This is a lengthy and in-
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depth list, and each value is elaborated on within the section of the website.  It is important to 

note that their first value is about customers which is also their primary goal within their mission 

statement.  In terms of their net revenue, in 2017 they earned “$177,866,000,000” which 

increases every year (Amazon.com).  As for current revenue, after the first quarter review of 

2018, Amazon has made “$51.04 billion vs. $49.78 billion [that was estimated] (Kim).  This is 

really amazing as their stock has continuously grown through the years.  Below is a 

representation of Amazon’s stock versus their top competitors from the beginning of their stock 

up until November 14th, 2018 taken from the NASDAQ website.  The company has highly out 

performed its competitors in recent years. 

In terms of patents, Amazon has pages and pages of them on a variety of different things, 

some of which have resulted in legal issues with competitors that Amazon has had to face over 

the years.  One of the biggest legal issues found from around 2011, talks about how Amazon was 

investigated by the IRS who wanted to collect on $1.5 billion in back-taxes (Lamm).  That is a 

lot of money and raises questions in regards to their ethics.  Fast forward through time and 

Amazon has had a plethora of other legal issues, specifically with those who sell through them, 

like counterfeit products, sales taxes, intellectual property infringements, etc.  This is important 
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for sellers to know who plan on starting their business through Amazon because if there are any 

holes in the contracts, the sellers could end up losing money (Amazon Sellers). 

Industry Perspective: 

The industry that Amazon is a part of is the E-commerce & Online Auctions.  This 

industry can also be considered part of the retail industry.  It is “comprise[d of] establishments 

that sell merchandise online” (Top).  It is well known that Amazon is one of the most profitable 

companies given it is ranked 8 on the Fortune 500, but even in comparison with competition the 

company is thriving.  Some of the major markets that Amazon is a part of include media, 

electronics, and other merchandise.  Compared to the other companies that Amazon is in 

competition with, it is one of the younger companies that has absolutely taken over the 

industry.  Of all of their competitors, Walmart, Apple, and eBay are their biggest competitors.  

Depicted below are graphs that show who within the market had the most sales from eMarketer 

in 2017. Along with a graph that I created showing Amazon versus Walmart, the competitor that 

has been in the market the longest from Statista.   
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While IBISWorld did not offer 

any specific graph for Amazon’s major 

competitors, it did offer statistics on 

their market share.  Walmart Inc. is the 

largest retailer in the world in terms of 

revenue.  In 2017, their revenue 

reached nearly $500 billion and they 

are responsible for holding 3.6% of the 

Market Share.  Apple Inc. employs 

more than 100,000 people worldwide, 

and hundreds of thousands of jobs in 

the USA through the iOS app store.  In 2017, they recorded a revenue of $229.2 billion and they 

hold 2.7% of the Market Share.  The last of Amazon’s major competitors eBay Inc., which is 

responsible for popularizing online auction while also operating as a more traditional seller to 

buyer role.  eBay holds .8% of the Market Share within the E-commerce industry (Hadad). In 

comparison to Amazon’s whopping 35.2% of the Market Share, their competitors are far behind 

them. 

Another interesting find was that in 

September 2018, Amazon has continued to 

outperform their competitors in terms of sales 

in the market share once again.  Below to the 

left is the last graph depicting this information 

from eMarketer. 
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Environmental Factors: 

One large external factor that will have a big influence over the way they have to run 

their business is the new California Consumer Law that was recently passed.  Amazon’s biggest 

core mission is to create and provide the best customer service for those who shop with them and 

they feel as though this new law prohibits them from potential advancements.  The Amazon Vice 

President, Andrew DeVore, made a testimony at a Senate Commerce Committee on Wednesday 

September 26, 2018.  In his statement, he pointed out that with this new data privacy act, called 

the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (CCPA),  that some of the ‘specific requirements 

for handling, retention, and deletion of personal data” will cause issues when it came to “record-

keeping tasks [that could be used when] inventing new features for customers” (Eggerton).  

Although there are no specific numbers on how many prime users are located in California, this 

has the potential to create barriers for Amazon due to the fact that there are around 90 million 

Prime users in America (Columbus) This could either lead Amazon to halt development for just 

the state, which could be more difficult, or do it as a whole for the company.  Below is a graph 

depicting this information. 
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Although this may seem like Amazon is against this completely, they are in fact behind 

the unlawful sharing of user’s data.  DeVore even stated that he, and those at Amazon, support 

the “law’s goal of giving consumers visibility and control when businesses collect and sell their 

personal information” (Eggerton).  This looks really good for Amazon due to how heavy this 

topic has been in the online world.   

For awhile, President Trump bashed Amazon and said that their practices were a scam 

and that they were costing the postal services a lot of money.  But late last year President Trump 

signed a new law that allows Amazon, and other large online retailers, the opportunity to expand 

their business with the federal government.  This law basically states that the federal purchasers 

can purchase nearly $25,000, and eventually $250,000, worth of products from online dealers 

without lengthy governmental processes (Trump).  This will in turn bring the federal government 

closer with the business world and companies, like Amazon, closer with the federal government.  

This is interesting, but not super surprising considering that Trump was originally a 

businessman.  

The most recent issue found about the public and Amazon, was the large rallies in Seattle 

that tried to urge the company to tax the corporation to fund housing in the cities it is located 

in.  Since Amazon hiked their minimum wage for workers up to $15 an hour, which is partially 

result to Bernie Sanders, the people think that they should do more than give back to their 

employees, they need to give back to the communities that they are in (Florida). 

Problem Analysis & Description 

In Amazon’s mission statement it states that their vision is to be the most customer-

centric company on earth.  Not only is it stated there, but if one were to visit their leadership 
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principles page where their core values are the top one is “customer obsession” (Amazon 

Sellers).  When looking in on the company it seems completely customer centric from Prime 

memberships and cheap products.  Though this is only on the surface level, but when looking a 

little deeper into the company it is obvious to tell that they may not care as much about their 

customers. 

 Since 2013, Amazon’s customer satisfaction index score has decreased from 88 to 85 

(U.S.) while on the other hand their third-party sellers have increased from 26% to 53% 

(Amazon: Third).  Although the index score has not drastically decreased, for a company that 

strives to give the best customer service this raises big questions about practices.  When it comes 

to the third-party presence on Amazon, this is a huge increase.  Over half of the sellers, which 

are some of the stakeholders as stated earlier, are from third party companies.   

 The presence of third party companies joining Amazon and the customer satisfaction 

decreasing in a similar timeline seems to be correlated.  Many small companies have started 

selling their products through Amazon, which is great, but many unintended consequences have 

happened.  The counterfeits.  Unfortunately, with this increase in the third-party market.  This 

specifically happened to a Portland based company Elevation Labs, who makes under the desk 

headphone mounts, who stopped making profits due to a cheap Chinese counterfeit brand that 

sold cheaper and defective products (Carnoy).   

Not only are counterfeits an issue, but Amazon also has been under fire due to the 

conditions that their factory workers have faced.  A British author named James Bloodsworth, 

went undercover in the UK to research low wage positions and was shocked at what he reported 

at Amazon.  In his book, Hired Six Months Undercover in Low-Wage Britain, he states 
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conditions about how “people just peed in bottles because they lived in fear of being disciplined” 

because of how far away some of the bathrooms were (Ghosh).  Ghosh’s perspective on the 

events that happened were heavily denied by Amazon even though it sparked another separate 

survey which asked the warehouse workers’ perspectives.   

In the survey there were several disheartening quotes from UK employees like “I have to 

finish my break early because if I clock in one minute late I’m issued with a penalty point. Three 

points and you get [fired]” and “...a lot of the associates can't reach their targets as there may not 

be enough work to process [and] the associates are still penalized even though this is out of their 

control” (What’s).  Not only were these direct quotes from workers, but this incited over 4000 

Amazon employees to sign a petition to take to the London Headquarters to try for better 

working conditions. 

Although Amazon has clearly had some issues in the employee department already, 

bigger issues may arise now that they have raised their minimum wage in Seattle to $15 per 

hour.  This was done through political pressure from Bernie Sanders’ “Stop BEZOS Act” 

(CityLabs).  Although this looks good on paper, it may cause an uproar when the holiday season 

comes around because they also took away all bonuses that many of these employees received. 

From all of these problems, the biggest issue within the company to be addressed is the 

first issue stated on how there are counterfeit products being sold within the company.  The 

reason this seems to be the biggest issue is due to the fact that it is being highly overlooked by 

Amazon despite the fact that many people are being sold bunk products and sellers are being 

copied without protection. 
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Solutions, Evaluation & Recommendation 

Solutions: 

Amazon has faced several problems over the years from a variety of different sources.  In order 

to correct some of their major issues, I have found 3 potential solutions to their problems 

identified in the previous section: 

1) Amazon needs to give their customers the best possible products and services by monitoring 

the counterfeit sellers.  The suppliers for Amazon are not only their sellers on their website 

but they also help to generate a profit for the company.  Amazon may have their own brands 

within their company, like Amazonbasics, but a majority of the profits through online sales 

are through these other companies who have chosen Amazon as their selling platform.  Since 

this is a reality, Amazon needs to protects these companies from frauds and copycats of their 

brands that are selling bad products to their consumers.   

a) By allowing these obviously fake brands and cheap products to be sold to their 

customers, they are not living up to their mission statement and core values.  As stated 

earlier, Amazon has over 112 million Amazon Prime customers and a lot of these bad 

products are Prime eligible.  Consequently, these products that are cheap quality are 

being sold and marketed to Amazon’s most loyal customers.  If Amazon so easily allows 

their customers to purchase low quality products that are sometimes non-refundable, then 

this company is by no means living up to their values.  This raises the question if Amazon 

actually cares about their customers wants and needs like they preach.   

2. If Amazon can afford to increase all of their minimum wages their employees then they can 

afford to implement a system to monitor the third party counterfeit sellers who have 
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infiltrated their platform.  Like mentioned in the previous section, some companies products 

get copied and sold at half the quality and price which reels customers in to buying bad 

products.  Amazon does have an anti-counterfeiting policy that basically states that products 

offered on Amazon must be authentic or there will be consequences like “loss of selling 

privileges [and] funds being withheld” (Amazon Anti).  Although this is in place, Amazon 

still seems to not be monitoring the site as well as they think they are. 

a. One way that Amazon can fight this issue is by giving the customers the opportunity 

to flag these sellers and bad products.  Amazon could create a promotional period 

where they offer incentives to their customers to flag and help remove as many of 

these fake sellers to potentially win different items.  Amazon already has a system in 

place for its members to enter raffles and even get free prime, but this could help 

boost the lost customer satisfaction that Amazon has been facing since 2015.  By 

giving the customers some control over what they are being sold will increase their 

trust within the company because they will know that their voice is being heard. 

3. Lastly, Amazon needs to redefine their vision statement and core goals.  As it stands now it 

states “Our vision is to be Earth's most customer-centric company; to build a place where 

people can come to find and discover anything they might want to buy online.” (Amazon). 

Although customers can buy anything online, Amazon is not living up to the idea of being 

customer-centric.  The idea of being customer-centric is providing a positive experience 

before and after the purchase to create loyalty for repeat business.  Since it has been noted 

that the customer satisfaction has been going down, it is safe to say Amazon is not providing 

this. 
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a. Due to this, Amazon should change the part of the vision statement to being the most 

convenient company rather than the most customer centered company.  This change 

in their vision statement would fit the company better because they are the largest 

convenient e-commerce store.  If they wanted to be the most customer-centric store 

then they would not allow for the bunk products to be sold, they would only allow the 

best products for their credibility. 

Evaluation: 

 The table above shows the weighted-criteria decision matrix that was conducted on each 

solution. The criteria was chosen based off what I thought was essential for all of these 

solutions.  I chose customer involvement because Amazon has claimed that customers are one of 

their top priorities.  Secondly, I chose Cost for Amazon because each of these solutions would 

potentially cost Amazon some money depending on how they implemented them.  Thirdly, I 

chose Time Commitment because these solutions will take time to develop and put in place.  

Finally, I decided to add Reinforce Credibility because with all of the issues surrounding 

Amazon’s ideals, I wanted to know which solutions would potentially help their customer 

service index to climb again.   

I ranked Amazon’s Mission Statement cost very low because I do not think that it would 

take much money to just change some words around.  I also ranked the time commitment for 
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Seller Protection low because this is something that the company is supposed to implement 

already.  They should already be enacting their policies around this.  I ranked Customer 

Involvement for Flagging Products high because this would really engage the consumers of 

Amazon which currently aligns with their mission statement.  I also ranked Reinforce Credibility 

on Seller Protection and Flagging Products high due to the fact that these overlap in the sense 

that they will allow Amazon to regain trust from their customers and brands that sell within their 

interface. 

From this matrix, I found that giving consumers the ability to flag products and sellers 

that were counterfeit and fake would be the best decision.  This gives customers the most control 

over the issues within the e-commerce website while also feeling validated by the company.  

Recommendation: 

 

 

 

 

Implementation Plan 

Amazon could go about setting up the flagging system in a number of ways.  For starters 

they should pitch the idea to their IT department to create the feature within the Amazon website.  

This interface could include categories of the types of counterfeits.  These categories could 

include but are not limited to; fake companies, counterfeit products, items broken/ not delivered, 

and other.  The other option would allow for the consumer to elaborate on the issue.  Also, the 

customer who is flagging will have to give an explanation of why for each category so that they 
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are not abusing the feature.  This will probably be about a month of testing/ getting the feature 

correct. 

Secondly, Amazon will have to do a trial run of the program to customers to see if the 

feature works.  I think that they should give the feature to their most active Prime users because 

they are their most loyal customers.  This trial could run for about two weeks before it is stopped 

and evaluated by Amazon to test successes.  The evaluation process should try to be within a 

week or two so that they can tweak it and decide the successes of the feature.  After the week or 

two, it should be made available to all users of Amazon who have accounts and make purchases.  

It should be marketed through emails, a new feature tab, and pop up on each product clicked on.  

If it is thrown in the user’s face before they make purchases it will also raise awareness. 

This entire process should take about a month and a half.  If it turns out to be a successful 

feature, Amazon could also allow deals for those who sign up for Prime who become active 

users of the feature.  Also, like Amazon does for extremely active users, they could even offer 

incentives like free Prime and gift cards/ drawings for those who participate.  It will help bring 

back the low customer satisfaction index score along with help keep the faulty products off of the 

website. 
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